
Wireless selfie stick with flash
SKU: TESELFIEBTFLASH

Aluminium wireless selfie stick, with a fully extended length of 65cm and magnetic flash
with two brightness settings

SELFIES ANYWHERE AND EVERYWHERE

The wireless selfie stick with flash is the accessory you've been looking for to take photos in low light.

Whether it's a shot in a nightclub, as you watch the sun go down or on a late-night walk in a charming spot, this selfie stick is just
what you need.

SIMPLE AND MODERN

The selfie stick is made from aluminium: this stylish finish enhances the appeal of the product. The stick extends to a length of
65cm and is designed for smartphones up to 6.5”.

Thanks to wireless technology, all you need to do is go to the camera app on your smartphone and press the button on the
selfie stick to take the photo.

WITH JUST THE RIGHT LIGHT

The detachable magnetic flash is positioned at the top of the stick. The light emittted has two brightness settings to cope
with all conditions. Put your smartphone into the clamp and attach the flash to the magnetic part to capture your best moments
forever.

You can remove the flash if you like and use it on various surfaces or at different angles to let your creativity flow. It can be used
to take photos when the bright background tends to obscure your face or when there's not much light. Hold it in your hand and



manage the light distribution yourself: you can make the flash light bounce off a surface so that it hits a specific subject to achieve
the desired reflections and shade.

The product comes with a USB-Micro USB charging cable  to charge the flash when it has run out of power.

WITH A DEDICATED APP

This product supports the free Go Selfie app developed by SBS, enabling you to share your memories on social media. Download
it now from App Store and Google Play.  

FEATURES:

Wireless
Detachable magnetic flash with two brightness settings
Compatible with the Go Selfie app and with iOS (version 7.0 and later) and Android (5.0 and later) devices
Clamp extension up to 90mm (for smartphones up to 6.5")
Unextended length of stick: 18cm
Extended length of stick: 65cm
Flash battery: 110 mAh CR1620 3V
Stick battery: 65 mAh

https://itunes.apple.com/it/app/sbs-go-selfie/id1066187512?mt=8
http://bit.ly/2yrkBmA
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Technical data
Shaft length: Up to 70 cm  
Maximum width: 70 mm  
Minimum width: 21 cm  
EAN: 8018417275906  
SKU: TESELFIEBTFLASH  
Weight: 114 g  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 42 mm  
Width Pack: 92 mm  
Depth Inner: 280 mm  
Height Pack: 265 mm  
Weight Pack: 220 g  
Width Inner: 90 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 800 mm  
Height Inner: 280 mm  
Weight Inner: 1505 g  
Width Master: 390 mm  
Amount Master: 48  
Height Master: 300 mm  
Weight Master: 13085 g  
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